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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three are true about Recovery Manager (RMAN) in Oracle
Database 19c and later releases?
A. A Virtual Private Catalog used to register a container
database can be created in a pluggable database.
B. A Virtual Private Catalog used to register a container

database must be created in a pluggable database.
C. It Is always possible for RMAN to connect to a pluggable
database as a target.
D. A Virtual Private Catalog used to register a container
database can be created in a non-container database.
E. It Is always possible for RMAN to connect to a pluggable
database as a target if any RMAN Catalog is used.
F. It is only possible for RMAN to connect to a pluggable
database as a target if an RMAN Virtual Private Catalog is
used.
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
The UPS2000-G cannot implement a shared battery pack.
A. True
B. False
Answer: B
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Answer: B
Explanation:
Azure virtual machine scale sets let you create and manage a
group of load balanced VMs. The number of VM instances can
automatically increase or decrease in response to demand or a
defined schedule. Scale sets provide high availability to your
applications, and allow you to centrally manage, configure, and
update many VMs.
Virtual machines in a scale set can be deployed across multiple
update domains and fault domains to maximize availability and
resilience to outages due to data center outages, and planned
or unplanned maintenance events.
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/virtual-machine-scale-se
ts/availability

NEW QUESTION: 4
During a recent audit, several undocumented and unpatched
devices were discovered on the internal network.
Which of the following can be done to prevent similar

occurrences?
A. Configure the WAPs to use NAC and refuse connections that do
not pass the health check
B. Install DLP controls and prevent the use of USB drives on
devices
C. Run weekly vulnerability scans and remediate any missing
patches on all company devices
D. Implement rogue system detection and configure automated
alerts for new devices
Answer: C
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